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Actions of Note
24 July 

Iran reportedly conducts Shahab-3 missile 
test.

28 July 
JCPOA’s Joint Commission meets for an 

emergency session in Vienna.

29 July 
UK Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab says 
“no quid pro quo” with Iran over detained 

tankers. 

30 July 
Iran and UAE hold maritime security 

discussions. 

31 July 
U.S. and Europeans meet to discuss 

maritime security in Bahrain. 

31 July 
U.S. extends sanctions waivers on nuclear 

cooperation projects by 90 days.

31 July 
U.S. sanctions Iran’s foreign minister, 

Javad Zarif. 

Cont. overleaf

The International Crisis Group’s Trigger List platform tracks developments on key  
flashpoints between Iran, the U.S. and their respective allies in the Middle East. In these weekly  

updates, we highlight and provide context for the previous week’s major events.

Staying the Guns of August
President Trump on 29 July tweeted that “the Iranians never won a war, 
but never lost a negotiation”.

WHY IT MATTERS: Today’s confrontation between the U.S. and Iran is remi-
niscent of tensions on the eve of World War I. The standoff is akin to what 
happens when an irresistible force – the Trump administration’s “maxi-
mum pressure” campaign – meets the immovable object of Iran’s resolve 
to resist rather than yield. The 31 July decision to blacklist Iran’s top diplo-
mat and label him “an illegitimate spokesman” underscores a fundamen-
tal tension in U.S. policy: expressing an interest in talks while undermining 
prospects for their initiation, let alone success. As tensions escalate, the 
impact of a potential collision would extend far beyond its two main pro-
tagonists. In a new Crisis Group report based on dozens of interviews with 
U.S. and Iranian officials as well as a broad range of regional policymakers 
from Yemen to Iraq to Israel, we examine the escalatory risks of a confron-
tation in key flashpoints and propose a tactical détente whereby Tehran 
and Washington each take a step back from the brink and let third-party 
mediators plot a de-escalatory path

Nuclear Waivers Live to Fight Another Day
The U.S. on 31 July announced that it was extending waivers on interna-
tional nuclear cooperation projects in Iran.

WHY IT MATTERS: The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) provides 
for international cooperation on Iranian civil nuclear projects. After with-
drawing from the JCPOA, the U.S. allowed these initiatives to continue by 
issuing specific waivers. These include converting the heavy-water reactor 
at Arak into a proliferation-resistant one, turning the Fordow facility into a 
research and medical centre, as well as Russian cooperation on running 
the Bushehr power plant. In May, however, the U.S. began to tighten the 
screws by ending waivers on storing of heavy water and sending enriched 
uranium abroad. Some in Washington, including a group of lawmakers, 
had been advocating that the waivers be terminated altogether, further 
undermining the nuclear deal and putting its remaining parties in a posi-
tion of violating their JCPOA commitments or else risking U.S. penalties. 
Iran had suggested that revoking the waivers would give it reason to fur-





What to Watch
24-26 August 

G7 meeting in Biarritz, France.

6 September 
Iran’s next deadline for reducing its 

JCPOA commitments. 

17-30 September 
UN General Assembly; general debate 

begins on 24th. 
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ther roll back its obligations under the deal, while putting the blame on 
the U.S.’s doorstep. The waivers’ extension for another 90 days provides 
a reprieve, but the clock has already started ticking, which may reduce 
the incentive for the other parties to the deal to engage in long-term 
nuclear cooperation with Iran.

Narrowing the Gulf 
A UAE delegation was in Tehran on 30 July for discussions on maritime 
issues.

WHY IT MATTERS: Along with Saudi Arabia and Israel, the UAE is usually 
seen as one of the main regional supporters of the Trump administra-
tion’s Iran strategy. But growing risks of a U.S.-Iran clash are keenly 
felt in the Gulf, particularly among smaller states on the front lines of a 
potential confrontation: an escalation could endanger their infrastruc-
ture, economy, tourism and energy exports. While Tuesday’s meeting 
was ostensibly technical and following up on existing bilateral consulta-
tions, the timing and acknowledgement of a “satisfactory” session could 
signal Abu Dhabi’s interest in a cooling down of tensions. It’s also worth 
recalling that the UAE was careful not to publicly blame Iran for attacks 
on tankers in the port of Fujaira in May, and in June drew down its forces 
from fighting the Huthis in Yemen (though it remains heavily committed 
in the south of the country). “We are very alarmed at the sporadic nature 
of the escalation [between the U.S. and Iran]”, a senior UAE official told 
Crisis Group. “We’re at the brink of something”. The logic may be that 
keeping channels of communications open translates that alarm into a 
de-escalatory message intended for both Washington and Tehran.

Actions of Note
1 August 

Syrian state media reports Israeli 
airstrikes in Quneitra province.

1 August 
Bernd Erbel, former German ambassador 
to Iran, assumes presidency of INSTEX. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWrseGB6G6o

